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Bumper attached to a weight block Safe frontweight   600 kg - 1100 kg

Bumper with integrated storage box Safe frontweight   1300 kg - 2500 kg

TRACTORBUMPER CONNECT SAFETYWEIGHT

SAFETYWEIGHT PLUSTRACTORBUMPER PREMIUM



Red-white panels according to standard 
(ECE-104)

Universal for tractors with
front linkage

LED position lighting

Easy to connect

LED contour lighting 
+ turn signal lights (optional)

All parts are blasted, primed
and powder coated

Bumper guides

Adjustable side panels Own logo

ADJUSTABLE SIDE PANELS

Benefits

SHIELDED ON THE SIDE
Increased safety by reducing space between wheels and 
bumper.

PROTECTED WHEN DRIVING 
BACKWARDS
Side panels hinges forwards (shear bolt protection) when 
hitting an obstacle when reversing. 

REDUCED TURNING CIRCLE
The turning circle is reduces by adjusting the 
side sections.



Guide poles

B-600kg
B-900kg
B-1200kg

Own logo 

Adjustable side panels

LED contour lights
(optional)

Assembly set for 
direct construction

(optional)

Red-white panels
according to standard

ECE-104

LED position lights

LED turn 
signal lights

(optional)

TRACTORBUMPER CONNECT

Tractorbumper Connect



Guide poles

Toolbox 135L

Own logo 

Adjustable side panels

LED contour lights
(optional)

LED position lights

LED turn 
signal lights

(optional)

Red-white panels
according to standard

ECE-104

TRACTORBUMPER PREMIUM

Bumper with integrated toolbox



SAFETYWEIGHT

Guide poles

Toolbox 45L

Own logo 

Easy to connect

LED contour lights
(optional)

LED position lights
Adjustable side panels

LED turn 
signal lights

(optional)

  600               1000
  800                1100 
                

Red-white panels
according to standard

ECE-104

Safe frontweight 600 kg - 1100 kg



SAFETYWEIGHT PLUS

Guide poles

Toolbox 45L

Own logo 

Easy to connect

LED contour lights
(optional)

LED position lights

LED turn 
signal lights

(optional)

1300               2000
1500               2250
1800               2500
                

for the 1300 kg and 1500 kg models

Red-white panels
according to standard

ECE-104

Safe frontweight 1300 kg - 2500 kg



MACHINERY SALES SCHIPPER

‘Our experience as a dealer is that the bumper meets the 
requirements of users. The bumper has a nice appearance, is 
beautifully finished and above all functional in use. Responses 
from users and fellow road users are positive.’

WATER AUTHORITY RIVIERENLAND

‘Thanks to the LED lighting on the bumper, we are clearly visible 
to cyclists and motorists. In addition, we can store tools in the 
storage box.’

INFRA CONSTRUCTION DE KUIPER

‘‘The width marking in particular gives the other road users a 
different view of the size of the tractor with the ground cart. 
Passing with cars is more pleasant.’

GROUND RESISTANCE AND GREEN PROVISION MEIJNS

‘We receive very positive responses from our clients. They are 
happy that we contribute to the safety of our fellow road users.’

AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTOR KRIESELS

‘We have good experiences with it. Well visible in the dark.’

AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTOR HEERINGA

‘‘We’re arguing to find out who’s hanging it on the tractor, because 
it looks tough. The bumper is nicely finished, entirely with LED and 
reflective stickers.’

CUSTOMIZED DESIGN FOR YOUR TRACTOR

FENDT

NEW HOLLAND

JOHN DEERE

CASE IH

MASSEY FERGUSON

VALTRA

KUBOTA

CLAAS

DEUTZ-FAHR



  info@tractorbumper.com

  www.tractorbumper.com


